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5 of 6 review helpful Mostly Disappointing By Adam Berger Brian Hodge s two stories are by far the collection s best 
I can t say that any of the other stories really captured my attention or scared me They weren t poorly written or 
anything they were just bland and uninspired The last story on the other hand On These Blackened Shores of Time is a 
winner One of the best Lovecraftian inspired stories I ve read in the An elderly man aggressively defends his private 
domain against all comers including his daughter a policeman investigates an impossible horror show of a crime a 
father witnesses one of the worst things a parent can imagine the abuse of one child fuels another rsquo s yearning an 
Iraqi war veteran seeks a fellow soldier in his hometown but finds more than she bargains for The Best Horror of the 
Year showcases the previous year rsquo s best offerings About the Author Ellen Datlow has been editing science 
fiction fantasy and horror short fiction for more than thirty years She was the fiction editor of Omni magazine and Sci 
Fiction and has edited more than fifty anthologies Datlo 
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story exists in something of an odd place within the grand comic book canon its a tale we all know the general details 
and various specifics of living in america in the late 1970s for a year the documentary of the time that attracted most 
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